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Every adventure needs preparation. It really doesn’t 
matter if you are crossing the ice on Greenland or 
just climbing that local mountain with your kids.  
That’s why we started preparing your adventure a 
long time ago. In Northern Norway, we are privileged 
with an abundance of tasty nutrition sources that 
contain lots of natural energy. In order to bring you 
the rawness, the taste and the true wilderness of 
the High North, we have selected and prepared 
the very best ingredients for you.

Every meal is made by a skillful team of chefs and 
highly competent staff. Our unique drying process 
removes only the water from the original dish.  
This secures you a nutritious and lightweight meal 
– really easy to prepare without removing a grain 
of the rich flavour.
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WELCOME TO  
OUR WORLD
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THIS IS
OUR REALITY

—

What we do goes way back in time.  
10 000 years, to be exact, when people  
followed the retracting ice cape and  
discovered Northern Norway. The Arctic 
climate and the never setting sun offered 
perfect conditions for dense sources of 
energy to grow and be harvested. This is 
what made our ancestors able to establish 
some of the greatest settlements in pre- 
Europe. The knowledge of preserving 
meat, fish, berries, roots and vegetables 
empowered them to keep on discovering 
new grounds, even through a long and 
harsh arctic winter.

Every organization needs an internal drive to keep pushing
forward and to perform well – we just have to look outside! 

These rich arctic areas are still where 
we harvest and unfold our lives. It is a 
long and proud story. The art of pres-
ervation is not only our heritage, but 
also our future. We are dependent on 
lightweight supplies of dense energy 
to master the rugged life in the arctic.  
For sports, for pleasure and also for hard 
work. We will never stop discovering new 
grounds. It’s in our blood.

THE NORTHERN LIGHTS This magnificent photo is 
captured by our dear friend Stian Klo. He is a very skill-
ful photographer and also one of our much appreciated 
contributors of imagery. 

OUR REALITY
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IT STARTED WITH
A BRIGHT IDEA

—

She was standing in the doorway with a 
big bowl of tasty homemade stew and 
he could smell her superb cooking from 
across the driveway. Wouldn’t that be 
something, he thought. To preserve her 
brilliant dishes and making them easy 
to bring along. Just by adding hot water.

Being an expert in the field of freeze- 
drying technology, Rolf Hansen knew 
that gentle freeze drying was an art yet 
to be mastered. But his passion for both 
homemade cooking and outdoor life lit 
a spark. The chunks of meat did not 
only have to taste freshly cooked. It had 

“How on earth could I preserve her lovely stew?”, family father 
Rolf Hansen thought, looking at his wife Lill from a distance. 

to feel the same. The vegetables had 
to have the same chewing resistance 
as perfectly as she prepared them. And 
most of all, there was no way he was 
going to let a grain of flavour disappear 
from its arctic origin.

In 1989, in the doorway of their very 
home, the business idea of Drytech 
was born. From that afternoon on, their 
garage smelled like a kitchen as Rolf 
Hansen reinvented the science of freeze 
drying technology. Today his passion for 
homemade cooking and outdoor life is 
shared by millions every year.

ROLF HANSEN established Drytech AS in 1989. The 
company has since then been run by the family. We think 
that this business model allows innovation to happen  
through generations.

OUR IDEA
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IT’S ALL ABOUT
THE TASTE

—

The magic of all that natural flavour lies 
within the cold clear water, the rich soil 
and the pale arctic light.

Just like our ancestors – we catch, harvest, 
prepare and preserve when nature is at  
it’s peek. In January we make all our fish 
dishes when the cod starts the long 
journey from the cold Barents Sea to the  
Norwegian coast. Autumn is high season 
for vegetables, berries and meat. For us  
it makes sense to cook and preserve 
when the ingredients are at their prime. 
Just like it was for our ancestors. 

They say every great recipe has a special ingredient. 
In our dishes, there are none.

Our task is as simple as it is demanding; 
to preserve the great taste and natural  
energy. So we put our pride in preparing 
every dish gentle and delicate. We even 
hand pick every supplier and know the  
origin of every ingredient. We believe 
good food is made with patience. All our 
flavours are grown at their own pace. 
Just like nature, it all comes naturally.

PULLED PORK is one of our new dinners. Within a short 
time, it became an absolute favourite among our customers. 
All of our dishes carefully balance nutrition and taste 
with 100 % natural flavour – really boosting your energy.

THE TASTE
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THE TECHNOLOGY
IS THE DIFFERENCE

—

Our secret isn’t hidden in the cooking. 
It lays within the process of our freeze 
drying technology. We are not saying 
it’s rocket science. We’re just not telling 
anyone how we do it. Because then 
everyone will do the same. So it’s for 
the eyes of key personnel, the Food 
Safety Authorities and the interna-
tional certification associations only. 
But we can tell you the basics. Just to 
give you an idea of what slow cooking 

It’s not rocket science. 
It’s what slow cooking means to us. 

means to us. First we make the perfect 
meal. Then we freeze the stew and ingre- 
dients down to very low temperatures 
– ultra fast. Then we slowly and gently 
add heat in a way where neither taste, 
colour, energy nor vital vitamins gets the 
chance to escape. This process continues 
until all the water has disappeared. Take a 
look inside the bag before you add water 
and you’ll see what we mean. Take the 
broccoli. It’s perfect cooking.

JØRN EILERTSEN Our head chef always makes sure that 
nothing ever is left to coincidence. Our unique freeze- 
drying technology removes only the water, leaving true 
flavours and high energy for every occasion.

OUR TECHNOLOGY
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THE PEOPLE.
A UNIQUE ASSET

—

Being a family driven business, it has 
always been important for us to gather 
around the table sharing thoughts of  
today and dreams of tomorrow. Not like 
a team. Like a family.

We are driven by a common passion for  
adventures, striving for new achieve-
ments in demanding surroundings. We  
are highly educated and skilled chefs, 
nutrition scientists, laboratory analysts, 
technicians and sales people sharing 
and inspiring each other, reaching places 
we could only dream of last year. That’s 
the heart in our product development.

Food feeds more then the stomach. 
It feeds fellowship.

Being situated in Tromsø in Northern 
Norway – almost at the peak of Arctic 
Europe – we collaborate closely with our 
customers all over the world to make 
them reach their goals. 

We know a lot of people are dependent 
upon what we do. Because every mission 
and every need is both different and  
demanding. Therefore, our business has 
to be flexible with a rock solid base. It’s 
a family business thing.

EVERY MEAL is made by a skillful team of chefs. Our 
staff is highly competent, and specialized in numerous 
professions. The mix of unique people really makes it’s 
mark on the end result – great products and service.

OUR PEOPLE
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REAL TASTE
REAL ENERGY

—

We are in it for the long journey. What 
started as a tasty and great home made 
stew, preserved with world class freeze- 
drying technology almost 30 years ago, 
has grown and reached new grounds. 
We want to go further and we want you 
to go further.

That is why we now offer you a wide range 
of field catering products; from mueslies 
to soups and dinners. And that extra bite 
of boost to get you all the way, wherever 
your mind is set to go.

Our products reach new ground every day. 
We offer a varied range of lightweight meals for any occasion. 

You are not alone. Our meals are helping 
men and women all over the world to 
master new achievements every day.  
Either it’s expeditions groups, lonesome 
polar travellers, soldiers in armed forces, 
triathlon competitors, doctors in refugee 
camps or families just heading for their 
weekend cottage. Thousands of unique 
stories unfolding every day, powered by 
some of the richest natural resources our 
soil and sea have to offer.

It’s a long journey. We are to be counted 
on, in every step. Proud to be a part of 
your mission, and humble to be a part of 
your goal.

POWER UP Always keep your REAL Turmat accessible 
in your backpack. The distinct colour coding system on 
our pouches makes it easy to pick your next meal.

OUR PRODUCTS
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Food safety and high quality are crucial and defining terms 
to us. We put maximum effort into being certified to the ISO 
standard Food Safety System Certification – FSSC 22000.  
We also carry the same demands to our suppliers to ensure 
quality throughout the entire food chains.

Environment and sustainability are equally important to us.  
We are proud to be a member of the United Nations Global 
Compact. Drytech has an ECO Lighthouse certificate, and 
we recycle carton material in cooperation with Grønt Punkt.
By investing strategically in new technology we have man-
aged to minimize our energy consumption by 50 % in the 
last year. Good news for both the environment and us.

ON FOOD SAFETY
AND SUSTAINABILITY

—

REAL TASTE – REAL ENERGY18

DRYTECH QUALITY ASSURANCE
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Drytech deliver high-end lightweight supplies and flexible 
solutions for our clients. The variety of tasty products are 
divided into categories in order to ease your preparations. 
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The NATO approved REAL Field Meal are single meals as well as rations with 
a balanced diet, developed for personnel in challenging situations.

FOR THOSE HEAVY DAYS IS THE FIELD

REAL On the Go is a series of complementary nutritious snacks. 
Supplement your main meal with bars, dried meat and energy drinks. 

ENERGY FOR ANY OCCASION

OUR BRANDS

REAL Turmat caters for the outdoor market. Tasty light-weight 
meals for everyone and for any kind of outdoor activity. 

FOR YOUR OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE

DIFFERENT TASKS 
REQUIRE DIFFERENT 

TOOLS
—
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WELCOME TO  
THE OUTDOORS

TOM BENJAMINSEN and his fellow hiker Christer Pedersen shared wonderful 
autumn colours as they hiked along the Swedish and Norwegian border from 
Dividalen to Kilpisjärvi. The trip took a full week. The picture is taken in magical 
Isdalen with the waterfall falling from the peak Garanagaisi in the background.
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It’s really up to you if you prefer to enjoy your meal 
during a cold arctic blizzard or something a bit more 

cozy and comfortable. REAL Turmat is developed 
through generations to meet every demand. 

All our stews, cereals and soups carefully 
balance nutrition and flavour, and taste like homemade.

WORTH THE WAIT This magic moment is captured by Rolv-Erik Berge. After a 
three hours walk they reached the top of Hestmannen (571 meters asl) situated 
on an island in Nortern Norway. A perfect spot for a lunch with a view.
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Few things are better than a tasty meal set in perfect scenery. 
Our dinners carefully balance nutrition and taste with

true natural flavour – boosting your energy.

DINNER IS 
SERVED, FOLKS

—
Our REAL Turmat dinners are tasty and complete 
hot meals made to ensure a necessary and correct 
composition of nutrients. A carefully formulated 
balance between fat, carbohydrates and of course 
strengthening proteins will provide new energy to 
maintain strength and concentration. At the same 
time it secures you optimal restitution. Easy to 
carry – easy to prepare. 

HEALTHY, TASTY AND EASY TO PREPARE
All our meals are really easy to prepare. Just add hot or cold water according to the 
fillmark on the back of your package. Stir well, wait a few of minutes and you’re ready to 
eat. Rip open the second tear-mark before eating to allow your spoon easy access.

QUICK FACT

REAL TURMAT

8 MIN. ENJOY70-1000C
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When it’s time for a quick break, a hot soup is a real treat. 
Our range of traditional soups contains tasty natural

ingredients and will power you right up.

FOR REAL 
SOUP LOVERS

—
Our tasteful soups are a natural choice when you 
need a light, hot meal or you simply need to charge 
your energy levels during your adventure. A hot 
soup provides instant energy and equally important  
– a soup is easy to digest so you can keep up your 
activity immediately after eating. We put our pride 
in preparing every dish gentle and delicate, and to 
preserve the great arctic taste and natural energy. 

ENERGY FOR ANY OCCASION
Whatever adventure you are a part of, all our meals are easy 
to bring along. They will provide essential nutrients for optimal 
restitution and lets you re-energize and carry on.

QUICK FACT

REAL TURMAT
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REAL muesli meals will definitely give you a flying 
start to your day. They are equally suited to be a 

meal in between endeavors or a light meal before bedtime. 

KICKSTART
YOUR DAY

—
Our food scientist have selected a variety of high 
quality ingredients and has prepared the recipes 
with various sweet tastes like fruit, berries and dark 
chocolate. When mixed with grain, oats and seeds 
the result is real energy and real taste. A quick 
and nutritious meal with exactly the right balance 
between fibre, proteins and carbohydrates. Easy to 
prepare, just add cold or hot water and enjoy.
 

WHENEVER – WHATEVER
A good start is half the journey. That is why our tasty cereals 
contain fibre and are made from long lasting carbs, to boost 
your next achievement. Ready when you are.

QUICK FACT

REAL TURMAT
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A WIDE RANGE OF TASTY PRODUCTS  We are constantly developing our dishes in order 
to give you new tastes and more to choose from. Of course we have vegetarian stews as well 
as lactose- and gluten free meals, and we are focusing on making even more allergy friendly 
alternatives. Check out drytech.no

1. Add hot water
2. Stir well and wait 8-10 minutes
3. Enjoy your meal

Be aware that our cereals can be prepared with both 
hot and cold water. 

Rip open the pouch at the second tear-mark before 
eating for better access to the food.

On the back of our pouches you’ll also find information 
on nutrition, ingredients and allergens. Do not hesitate 
to share your REAL moments with #realturmat

TEAR
TO OPEN

TEAR 
TO EAT

FILL LINE

OUR TAKE ON
SCANDINAVIAN CUISINE

EASY TO
PREPAREWe are proud to represent both the modern and 

the traditional Scandinavian kitchen. We put pride 
in collecting the best ingredients from our arctic 
surroundings – such as cod and salmon from our 
cold clear waters, and high quality produce from 
Norwegian farmers. Our chefs present a variety of 
tasteful meals from our kitchen situated in Tromsø.

TRADITIONAL COOKING
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ENERGY FOR ANY OCCASION

Time for a quick break? Feeling a little lightheaded? 
Do your legs feel heavy and you know that there is still 

two hours left to camp? REAL On the Go is a varied 
 series of products developed to complement every trip. 
Ranging from traditional dried meat to tasty energy 

bars, REAL On the Go is definitely worth a try.

UNDER THE MIDNIGHT SUN This picture is taken by Arild Heitmann on top of Novafjellet in Grovfjord during one of 
his guided tours with participants from all over the world. – After a REAL meal in our base camp we reached the summit 
right before midnight. Enjoying the midnight sun illuminating the majestic scenery is as good as it gets.
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REAL ON THE GO

WHENEVER YOU
NEED A BOOST

—
Our energy bars are perfect snacks which provides  
an immediate energy boos when you really need 
it. In addition we can offer a series of Protein Bars 
which is also an excellent partner for all kinds of 
trips. Simply long lasting energy whether you  
choose to eat before, during or after your activity. 
A quick and easy way to make you last longer, and 
to make the most of your endeavors.

THINKING ALLERGY FRIENDLY
We work hard every day to make our products available for 
as many as possible. Take our Energy bar Dark Chocolate for 
instance – it’s both gluten and lactose free.

QUICK FACT

KASPER M. DE THURAH is an outdoor enthusiast with 
a burning passion for nature. He tells great stories through 
his website iamnordic.no so just pay him a visit there 
and get inspired.
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ENERGY THE 
TRADITIONAL WAY

—
The art of preserving dense sources of natural  
energy  is our heritage. It’s a long and proud story, 
and definitely still a part of our everyday life. We are 
dependent on lightweight supplies to master the 
rugged life of the arctic. Our Beef Snacks are a real 
energy boost – high in proteins. These products 
are ideal for a quick break and the perfect com-
panion for every on-the-go occasion.

A CLEVER AND TASTY TIP
Add strips of Beef snacks to for instance our meat soup or 
one of our other tasty REALTurmat meals, and you’ll add 
taste and that extra little zest to your meal.

QUICK FACT

REAL ON THE GO

41

We make our Beef Snacks from cuts of cured smoked and dried 
meat, mixed with either chili and garlic or our classic

 recipe with salt and pepper. 
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NEVER STOP
EXPLORING

—

You and your friends have been hiking 
for hours. Weeks of preparations finally 
pays off in the form of awaited views and 
impressions. Your breath is heavy and 
you really don’t know where you are 
and to be honest – you really don’t care. 
In the presence of nature at its absolute 
greatest, life most certainly has a crystal 
clear direction.

Whether you are climbing the narrow 
trail of your favourite peak, following a 
whale from a distance in your kayak, or 
dancing the slopes of new fallen snow, 

Exploration is all about relentlessly pursuing and embracing
the unique moments you encounter on your way.

food is probably not at the top of your 
to-do list. There is just no time to waste.

That is why we have developed a series 
of tasty products to enjoy when you are  
on the go. Energy bars and protein bars, 
thirst quenching energy drinks, sweet 
dried berries and perhaps our favourite 
– the beef snacks. Lightweight supplies 
that give you lots of power, making you 
feel light as a feather.

So grab a power bar from the backpack 
and go on. Life is ahead.

REAL ON THE GO

JOHNNY WILD – On that day I came down to Gressli 
allmost 2,5 months after I left Lindesnes in June. Heading 
to Meråker along the eastern border I continued my journey 
the next day, crossing Skarvan og Roltdalen NP.
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MAKES YOUR
TRIP COMPLETE

REAL ON THE GO

REAL TASTE – REAL ENERGY44

Supplement your main meal with products from 
REAL On The Go. Our lightweight supplies will fit 
perfectly in your pocket, and make an excellent 
partner for all kinds of trips. Simply long lasting, 
tasty energy whether you choose to eat before, 
during or after activity.

A VARIETY OF TASTY PRODUCTS REAL On The Go offers a varied selection of tasty 
snacks rich in energy. These products are carefully developed to boost your energy and 
make you last the extra mile. 

We are constantly developing new products in order to give you new taste and more varia-
tions. We are also focusing on making even more allergy friendly alternatives.
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FOR THOSE HEAVY DAYS IN THE FIELD

In order to perform during challenging conditions 
you have to make sure your diet is well balanced, 
with a sufficient amount of carbs, fat and protein. 

REAL Field Meal is made by a skillful team of chefs, 
securing you a nutritious and lightweight meal
 – easy to prepare and rich in natural flavour. 
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Over the past three decades we have cooperated  
closely with The  Norwegian Army in order to develop 
carefully assembled rations providing sufficient  
nutrition and a well balanced diet for personnel 
in challenging situations. With our broad exper-
tise, extensive experience, backed up by probably 
some of the worlds toughest product tests, we 
have created a unique product with great flexi-
bility and quality into the smallest detail. It is es-
sential as our clients must be able to stay focused 
and perform when the heat is on.

QUICK FACT

NATO APPROVED 
This ration conforms to the NATO standard (STANAG 2937)
as a Special Purpose Ration.

DRYTECH REAL FIELD MEAL

THE ARCTIC
FIELD RATION

NATO APPROVED
—
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THE ARCTIC
FIELD RATION

—
We know that conditions may be challenging and 
your tasks might not be easy. That’s why we have 
put together a perfect combination of fat, carbs 
and proteins for you to obtain that vital balance 
of nutrients. As they are all equally important, we 
recommend that you consume everything provided 
in the ration. Keep in mind that the only calories 
that count are the ones you actually eat!

QUICK FACT

SUPPLEMENT YOUR MAIN MEAL ON THE GO
Use the REAL On the Go products as supplements to your main meals, and keep them 
on hand as you continue. Experiment with mixing the On the Go products to make up 
your own favourite combinations. REAL On The Go can be purchased separately.
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Your body is your most important tool, 
and it will not work without proper nutrition

KICKSTART YOUR
DAY WITH OUR

LIGHT MEAL
—

A tasty and nutritious meal is important when 
you have had some hours rest. The meal should 
be suited to give you a feeling of being full and 
of course provide new energy. The fibre content 
in the coarse grains helps keep the glucose-level 
stable. Hot or cold, ready when you are. Enjoy your 
meal and carry on.

HOT OR COLD – YOUR CHOICE
Our Light Meals has an average of 540 kcal worth of energy. The meals 
can be prepared with both hot and cold water depending on your situation. 
Either way they taste really good and will kick-start your next endeavour.

QUICK FACT

REAL FIELD MEAL
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Avoid fatigue, recover and maintain fighting strength
during challenging conditions.

STAY FOCUSED
AND PERFORM WITH

OUR FULL MEAL
—

A tasty and nutritious hot meal provides plenty of 
needed daily nutrients. Our variation of set menus 
ensures the intake of nutrients from diverse food 
such as meat, fish, poultry, potatoes, pasta, rice  
and vegetables.  Our chefs work with some of the 
best ingredients available and put real effort and  
expertise into developing the various tastes. 

QUICK FACT

REAL FIELD MEAL

QUALITY ASSURANCE
The REAL main meals are freeze-dried with our unique technology and vacuum 
packed in order to safeguard the flavor and ensure food safety. Control the 
vacuum of the pouch. Meal pouches with vacuum leakage should be discarded. 





ENABLING NEW CHALLENGES

OUR PRODUCTS
CONQUER NEW 

GROUND EVERY DAY
—

Staying focused and prepared is always of the out-
ermost importance for all personnel in challenging 
situations. Increasingly more communities turn to 
REAL Field Meal in order to stock up on supplies to 
master harsh environment and extreme activities. 
Our flexible solutions and lightweight supplies has 
extreme durability and caters for every demand.
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BE
INSPIRED

—

OUR AMBASSADORS

More and more adventurers trust our products in 
the field. Thousands of unique stories unfold every 
day. Their experience is very important to us, and 
helps us improve our products. Visit our website  
or follow us on social media to get inspired by our 
ambassadors and learn more about our products. 

We are really proud to be a part of your mission, 
and humble to be a part of your goal.

TONJE BLOMSETH is a Norwegian adventurer, author and filmmaker based right 
outside Karasjok in Finnmark, Norway. She travels the world following her dream, 
and makes a living of it as well. Tonje has powered several of her expeditions with 
REAL Turmat and provided us with vital feedback.

61
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CREDITS

Design TANK Text TANK and RØST Kommunikasjon
Foto Marius Fiskum
A big and warm thank you to our dear ambassadors who 
contribute with spectacular pictures and great stories. 
Printed at Printhouse 

CONTACT

Evjenvegen 130, NO-9024, Tomasjord, Norway
T +47 77 60 03 00 E post@drytech.no
Reach us with questions or comments or visit drytech.no 
for more information on our products. Follow us on social 
media to get all the latest news.

#realturmat
#realonthego
#realfieldmeal



PROUD TO BE A PART OF YOUR MISSION.
HUMBLE TO BE A PART OF YOUR GOAL


